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TONGUE SCRAPING

If you’ve never taken a peek at your tongue start checking it out first thing in the morning, before you 
brush your teeth or eat. In general, you're looking at the color, shape, and coating of your tongue. 

A body with healthy organs and a clear digestive tract will show up pretty pink. A body with clogged 
organs or undigested food from the night before will show up with a layer of fuzz, film, the quivers, inden-
tations from teeth, and/ or bumps (other than your taste buds). 

Ayurveda and Traditional Chinese Medicine have been advocating and performing this type of visual 
inspection for thousands of years. In fact, tongue diagnosis is actually a very old practice that dates back 
to the Shang Dynasty, which began around 1600 B.C. 

Although the intricacies of tongue analysis can take years, or even a lifetime to master, there are a few 
simple things you can learn right away to diagnose yourself and quickly remove any toxins that have ac-
cumulated. 

First off, below is a mirror image chart of what organs correspond to what part of the tongue. Cool, right? 
So, the gist of tongue analysis is that if something funky or abnormal is showing up on your tongue, take 
note of where it is. These locations give us insight into the health and state of our organs. 

Characteristics of a Healthy Tongue Spirit. 
A healthy tongue is said to have spirit. It's color is vibrant and vital and it moves with ease. 

Bodily Color. A pale-red or pretty pink color is considered healthy. It's not too pale or too dark. This 
shows a healthy flow of blood reaching the tongue. 

Body Shape. The tongue is supple, neither too flabby or too stiff. It has no cracks, does not tremble and 
is neither swollen nor thin. 
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Coating. If there is a coating it's thin and white. The coating will be a little bit thicker towards the root 
of the tongue. 

Moisture. The tongue is slightly moist, neither too dry nor too wet. 

Sublingual Veins. The veins underneath the tongue are not distended, they are either barely visible or 
not at all. Their color is light and not a dark-blue or purple. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF A TONGUE WITH DISTURBANCES
There are many, many different things that can show up on the tongue, but below are 12 common ones. 
You'll see references to the three doshas of Ayurveda, vata, pitta and kapha. If you don't have any clue 
what they are, don't worry, it's not necessary to notice what's going on with your tongue. If you do, you'll 
get deeper insight into the imbalance of the body.

‘U’ SHAPED COATING ON BACK OF TONGUE (left image) 
Vata sign indicating a sensitive colon or toxins in the colon 

DISCOLORED, EITHER WHITE OR OFF WHITE (middle image) 
Kapha indicator of kidney problems or congestion

REDDISH SPOT (right image) 
Pitta sign revealing a sensitive and delicate heart <insert photo> 

kidney disordersensitive colon delicate heart
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REDDISH SPOTS LINING FRONT OF TONGUE - (left image) 
Kapha sign revealing a sensitive and delicate lungs 

FROTHY, EITHER WHITE OR BROWNISH - (middle image) 
Kapha sign indicating the lungs are congested, mucousy with bronchitis 

BROWN WITH DARK SPOTS (right image) 
Kapha indication of pneumonitis <insert photo> 

TEETH MARKS (left image)
Vata indication of malabsorption and poor assimilation of nutrients 

WHITE COATING ON BACK OF TONGUE (middle image) 
Vata indication of toxins in the colon 

WHITE w/ RED PERIMETER - (right image) 
Pitta indication of toxins and impurities in the small intestines <insert photo> 

bronchitis
(froth)

delicate lungs
(depressions)

pneumonitis
(brown)

toxins in colon
(white)

unabsorbed nutrients
(impression of teeth)

toxins in GI tract
(white with red perimeter)
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CRACKS - Vata imbalances related to nerves in the large intestines, sensitive nerves,  
nervous indigestion 

TREMORS - Vata disorders related to fears, insecurities and anxieties 

MIDLINE CRACK - Vata sign related to emotional disturbances and spinal column problems 

HOW TO SCRAPE YOUR TONGUE 

If you have a coating or layer of fuzz on your tongue know that it's actually waste products and bacteria. 
You want to clear these toxins off your tongue so you don’t re-ingest them into your system. That's where 
the tongue scraper comes in! 

Tongue scraping is a simple morning ritual you can perform every day. 

1. Before you eat or brush your teeth in the morning use a tongue scraper or the edge of a stain-
less steel spoon. You can find the tongue scrapers at most health food stores or online. Stainless 
steel ones are great because they don’t rust. 

2. Scrape the tongue gently, working from back to front. It will usually take between seven and 14 
strokes to get it clean and clear (be sure not to scrape it raw though!). 

deep-seated fear
or anxiety

(tremor)

chronic Vata
derangment in colon

(cracks)

emotion
along spinal column

(midline)
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OIL PULLING

Oil pulling is an ancient Ayurvedic ritual where you swish oil (like coconut oil, sesame oil or sunflower oil) 
around in your mouth for about 20 minutes and then spit it out. 

Dr. Bruce Fife, whose written an entire book on oil pulling, says the oil acts like a cleanser. 

“When you put it in your mouth and work it around your teeth and gums it “pulls” out bacteria and other 
debris. As simple as it is, oil pulling has a very powerful detoxifying effect. Our mouths are the home to 
billions of bacteria, viruses, fungi and other parasites and their toxins. Candida and Streptococcus are 
common residents in our mouths. It is these types of germs and their toxic waste products that cause 
gum disease and tooth decay and contribute to many other health problems including arthritis and heart 
disease. Our immune system is constantly fighting these troublemakers. If our immune system becomes 
overloaded or burdened by excessive stress, poor diet, environmental toxins and such, these organisms 
can spread throughout the body causing secondary infections and chronic inflammation, leading to any 
number of health problems.” 

Although there's no scientific evidence to support these claims, there are 3,000 years worth of personal 
testimonials from people India and a growing number of testimonials from people in the U.S. 

I was personally inspired to start doing it about a year ago to help repair some of the damage I had done 
to my mouth and teeth from a decade of having an eating disorder. The most noticeable effects for me 
have been whiter teeth, healthier gums and more clear skin. It's been a great addition to my morning 
routine! When done daily this practice is incredibly effective for: 

How to oil pull: 

1.   Drink 1 cup of water on an empty stomach. 

2.  Melt 1-3 tsp. of organic, cold-pressed vegetable oil (I like coconut oil the best) in your mouth 
or over very low heat in a double boiler. 

∫ Brightening & whitening teeth 

∫ Healthier gums 

∫ Removal of mucus 

∫ Boosting the immune system 

∫ Preventing bad breath 

∫ Increasing energy 

∫ Having a clearer mind 

∫ Decreasing headaches 

∫ Clearing the sinuses 

∫ Alleviating allergies 

∫ Better sleep 

∫ More clearer skin 

∫ Regulating menstrual cycles 

∫ Decreasing inflammation 

∫ Improving the lymphatic system 

∫ Improving PMS symptoms
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3.  Swish through your mouth for 20 minutes while you’re busy doing something else.  
The first few times my gag reflexes reared themselves and it was a little difficult keeping the  
oil in my mouth, but I persisted and by the third day it was fine. If you have this problem too,  
I recommend sticking with it. 

4.  Spit into trash, compost or outside in the grass  
(just not in the sink - we don’t want to clog the pipes). 

5.  Swish water through your mouth to rinse. 

WARM WATER WITH LEMON 

Start the day out with a mug of warm water and the juice of half a lemon. 

It's so simple and the benefits are just too good to ignore. Warm water with lemon: 

1.   Boosts you're immune system 
Lemons are high in Vitamin C and potassium. Vitamin C is great for fighting colds and potas-
sium stimulates brain & nerve function and helps control blood pressure. 

2.  Balances pH
Lemons are an incredibly alkaline food, believe it or not. Yes, they are acidic on their own, but 
inside our bodies they're alkaline (the citric acid does not create acidity in the body once me-
tabolized). As you wellness warriors know, an alkaline body is really the key to good health. 

3.  Helps with weight loss
Lemons are high in pectin fiber, which helps fight hunger cravings. It also has been shown that 
people who maintain a more alkaline diet lose weight faster. And, my experience is that when I 
start the day off right, it's easier to make the best choices for myself the rest of the day. 

4.  Aids digestion
The warm water serves to stimulate the gastrointestinal tract and peristalsis—the waves of muscle 
contractions within the intestinal walls that keep things moving. Lemons and limes are also high in 
minerals and vitamins and help loosen ama, or toxins, in the digestive tract. 

5.  Acts as a gentle, natural diuretic
Lemon juice helps flush out unwanted materials because lemons increase the rate of urination in the 
body. Toxins are, therefore, released at a faster rate which helps keep your urinary tract healthy. 

6.  Clears skin 
The vitamin C helps decrease wrinkles and blemishes. Lemon water purges toxins from the 
blood which helps keep skin clear as well. 

7.  Hydrates the lymph system 
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This cup of goodness helps start the day on a hydrated note, which helps prevent dehydration (obviously) 
and adrenal fatigue. When your body is dehydrated, or deeply dehydrated (adrenal fatigue) it can't per-
form all of it's proper functions, which leads to toxic buildup, stress, constipation, and the list goes on. 
Your adrenals happen to be two small glands that sit on top of your kidneys, and along with your thyroid, 
create energy. They also secrete important hormones, including aldosterone. Aldosterone is a hormone 
secreted by your adrenals that regulates water levels and the concentration of minerals, like sodium, in 
your body, helping you stay hydrated. Your adrenals are also responsible for regulating your stress re-
sponse. So, the bottom line is that you really don't want to mess with a deep state of dehydration! 

Adopting just this one practice of drinking a cup of warm water with lemon in the morning for a month can 
radically alter your experience of the day. Don't be surprised if you begin to view mornings in a new light. 

Like I said, the recipe is really simple - a cup of warm (not hot) water and the juice from half a lemon. 

OIL MASSAGE

Oil massages nourish the skin, relax the nervous system, remove impurities from the plasma + blood & 
feed the inner tissues of the body. 

In the same way that a machine needs greasing, the body loves to be oiled for sheer pleasure as well as 
to protect it against the ravages of the environment & time. 

Here’s a list of oils you could use: 

note: always use organic and cold- pressed oils when rubbing them directly onto your skin 

You’ll want to set yourself up in the bathroom. I usually get in the tub and fill it up with just a few inches 
of water (enough to keep me warm while I’m doing the massage). This prevents a mess from being made 
elsewhere in the house. Some people stand on a towel. Whatever works for you. 

You’ll also want to gently heat the oil before starting. Here’s how: 

1.   Put 1⁄8 - 1⁄4 cup of oil in a clear plastic squeeze bottle. 

2.  Put bottle in a cup of very hot water. 

3.  Let it sit for about 5 minutes or until warm. 

Meanwhile, make sure you have a clean towel for drying off after your shower or bath, one that you don’t 
mind getting a little oily. 

∫ Sesame Oil 

∫ Almond Oil 

∫ Coconut Oil 

∫ Sunflower Oil 

∫ Grapeseed Oil
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Oil massage is performed with the balls + palms of the hands, as well as with the fingers. I’ll break it down 
for you: 

Use circular strokes over the joints and abdomen 

Use up-and-down strokes over the limbs 

When finished, leave the oil on for 15-30 minutes and follow with a candlelit bath (or hot 
shower). The hot water opens up the pours of the skin and brings the oil into the deeper  
tissues of the body (this is why oil trumps the use of lotion - lotion doesn’t nourish the  
deeper tissues, only the outer skin). 

BODY BRUSHING 

Body brushing is an effective way to keep your skin clear of debris. It loosens dead cells, stimulates acu-
pressure points, moves the lymph, wakes up your immune system, improves circulation, makes your skin 
soft and reduces cellulite. 

Our bodies get rid of a pound of toxins from our skin every day! When our skin is clogged, those toxins 
get reabsorbed instead of being eliminated. 

It’s normal to experience breakouts and dry patches during a cleanse. Your body is using this opportunity 
to release built-up toxins. It will pass, especially with the help of dry brushing. 

Look for a natural-bristle brush at any health food store or online. Try not to leave it in your shower be-
cause it will get mildewy. 

The experts say it’s best to start with your feet and work your way up your body. But, dry brushing isn’t 
rocket science, so if you feel like mixing it up, that’s totally fine. Use circular motions (especially around 
your upper thighs and bum) and upward sweeps. 

The best time to dry brush is before a shower or bath in the morning, but again it’s not rocket science, so 
whenever you can fit it into your day is fine. 

CREATE AN ABSOLUTE NO LIST

Learning to say ‘no’ is an incredibly effective self-care practice. You may find that there are certain things 
you used to do that no longer honor the level of self-care you now know you need to be your best. 

For example, for years I used to set my alarm for the latest possible time to wake up in the morning and 
then be in a rush to get out the door. I started to notice that the feeling of being in a hurry, throwing my-
self together and scrambling around didn’t really feel good. It also set a tone for my entire day that was 
stressful. Now I go to bed a little earlier and wake up a little earlier so that I have time and space to start 
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my day. I say a few affirmations to myself before I get out of bed. I make a mug of warm water with lemon, 
meditate for a few minutes and enjoy walking my dog. 

Think about the things you would like to stop doing in order to protect your precious energy and to honor 
your values. Maybe you’re tired of being responsible for cooking every meal. Maybe you’d like to enjoy 
Sunday afternoons to yourself, so being on your computer and answering emails becomes ‘no’. Maybe 
you no longer decide to buy cars that aren’t fuel-efficient or throw away things that can be recycled. 
Maybe you say ‘no’ to tolerating or participating in gossip or eating meat. While these things used to be 
okay, they’ve now turned into an absolute no. 

Spend a week looking for these types of activities you no longer do, no longer want to do, or would like 
to give up at some point in the future. Pay attention to the sources of frustration in your life—the same 
old arguments, the typical commitments you make that backfire, or the situations that always leave you 
feeling resentful. Also use your body as a barometer for some of your noes. When do you feel tension 
in your neck, back and shoulders? When do you get headaches or feel angry? In your journal, make 
your own ‘Absolute No List’ and post it in a place where you’ll see it everyday for at least the next 
month. Be sure to read through it each day and imagine yourself incorporating these new guidelines 
into your life. 

The goal is to develop a list that, over time, makes you feel safe, protected, taken care of and free to be 
your best self. Hang this list somewhere you’ll see it everyday. 

WAKING UP & GOING TO BED 

Finding a daily rhythm and routine around waking up and going to bed reaps great rewards. This routine 
adds stability to our lives and helps us feel more secure. When you go to sleep and wake up at the same time 
every day, you also support your body’s adrenal system by keeping your hormones stable and balanced. 

The most natural way to adjust your schedule is to follow the sun’s lead. Generally this means waking up 
around 6am and going to bed around 10pm. In the summer we can experience the longer days by waking 
up even earlier and going to bed a little later. Alternately, in the winter the days are shorter so we’ll wake 
up later and go to bed earlier. 

When our natural human rhythms are interrupted - when we barely get enough sleep, stay up ‘til the wee 
hours of the morning or stay in bed until lunch time–our mind and body gets confused, which can cause a 
whole list of difficulties. For example, our ability to concentrate is disrupted, our moods shift dramatically 
throughout the day, our energy levels wax and wane, or our natural process of digestion and elimination 
gets interrupted or impaired. 

Try to be consistent with your sleeping schedule and adapt to the sun’s patterns if you can. 
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SOAK UP SUN 

Soak up a bit of sun. If you can fit in a whole 30 minutes of sun-kissing that would be great! The vitamin 
D you’ll get from the sun’s rays will invigorate your body and mind. It’s like powering your body with 
nature’s electricity. 

Vitamin D helps your body absorb calcium and phosphorus - two minerals that are important in bone 
and tooth growth. But, it doesn’t only help you absorb the minerals; vitamin D also helps your body 
regulate their use. In other words, the vitamin helps tell your body whether to deposit these minerals 
into your bones or take them out of your bones. If more goes out than goes in, your bones can become 
soft and weak. 

With enough exposure to sunlight, your body can produce its own vitamin D. Optimizing vitamin D levels 
could help you prevent at least 16 different types of cancer including pancreatic, lung, ovarian, prostate 
and skin cancer. 

MEDITATION RESOURCES 

There’s now science documenting everything from weight loss and addiction recovery to more happi-
ness, stress reduction and increased productivity. There’s simply no doubting that meditation is a power-
ful practice to have in your life–even if it’s just 5-10 minutes a day. 

If you’re a total newbie or you’re someone looking for a little more inspiration check out my meditation 
resources page. You’ll find a list of free guided meditations with some of the top teachers as well as other 
books and websites for further education. 

INFRARED SAUNA & STEAM BATH 

Heat stimulates organs such as your liver, kidneys and lungs. This kicks them into full-on cleansing mode. 
Sweating impurities in the sauna or steam bath helps you dump waste faster through the largest organ 
in your body—your skin. Along with all the toxins you’re shedding, you’re also losing a lot of water. Avoid 
dehydration by drinking water before and after your session. 

POSITIVE AFFIRMATIONS 

This quote by best-selling author, Louise Hay, does a great job summing up the point of saying affirma-
tions. Louise says, “An affirmation opens up the door. It’s a beginning point on the path to change.” 

As you’ve likely experienced, your mind has incredible power. You constantly tell yourself that you’re fat, 
lazy, or shy and guess what, that’s the reality you are going to create for yourself. 
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The awesome and empowering part of this is that we can change our minds and turn everything around. 
When we are aware of the mind’s powerful ability to create whatever it is we tell it to, we can carefully 
choose the words and thoughts we want to tell ourselves. 

By repeating positive affirmations you can actually retrain your mind to create a reality that matches your 
goals. So, as simple as they are, affirmations can transform every aspect of our lives including our health, 
relationships and success. 

For affirmations to be effective they must be written and said in the first person, be in the present tense, 
be goal orientated and be as though they have already been achieved. So phrases like “I wish” or “I will” 
or “I want” don’t make the cut. You’ve gotta act as if. 

Once you’ve said and/or written your affirmation, you have to follow it up with some kind of supporting 
action. This is where you must walk your talk. There’s no point in affirming that you’re abundant if you’re 
not prepared to go out see all the ways in which you are already abundant. 

Have fun with the affirmations and make sure to say them out loud and write them down. I enjoy writing 
them on my bathroom mirror with a dry erase marker. 

JOURNALING 

Taking time to record your insights, feelings and experiences in a journal is very healing, especially when 
it comes to difficulties we’re having with health. 

One interesting study published in The Journal of the American Medical Association looked at people 
who had either rheumatoid arthritis or asthma. One group chronicled in a perfunctory manner the things 
they did each day. The other group was asked to write daily about what it was like, including fears and 
pain, to have their disease. What researches found was that people who wrote at length about their feel-
ings had far fewer episodes of their illness. 

The process of documenting your thoughts and feelings helps expand your perspective while catalyzing 
healing and transformation. 

CREATING A SOUL- LOVING SPACE 

Cheryl Richardson, author of The Art of Extreme Self-Care, speaks brilliantly about the power of being 
in a space that’s fully aligned with our soul. She encourages you to recognize the impact your home or 
office has on your emotional and physical health, your energy levels, your self-esteem, your relationship 
to yourself and others and your spiritual well-being. 

A soul-loving environment is a space that’s clear of clutter and disorganization. Instead it’s filled ONLY 
with elements that allow you to act and feel your best. 
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Cheryl says, “When we live or work in a place that’s crammed with too much stuff or devoid of beauty, it 
drains our energy. We end up feeling depressed, exhausted, and unmotivated. We don’t function well, 
and this can ultimately end up affecting other areas of our lives. Many people feel as if they’re drowning 
in clutter and, over time, end up isolated because they’re too embarrassed to share their home with oth-
ers. I’ve watched business owners struggle to bring in new clients while working in an outdated office that 
looks (and feels) like a black hole–not the best environment for courting new business. 

You don’t need to build a new home or spend a lot of money to create a soul- nourishing space. Keep it 
simple by following these four steps: 

1. Examine. Consider how well this space measures up to a soul-nourishing environment. 

2. Evaluate. Determine what needs to change and how you need to change. 

3. Eliminate. Get rid of anything you don’t absolutely love or need. 

4. Enhance. Make this space your version of “extraordinary” so that it reflects the essence of you.

YOGA

Yoga is a great addition to any daily self-care routine. If you’re interested in doing yoga at home, I recom-
mend an online service called YogaGlo.

They offer a two-week free trial and then it’s a monthly subscription if you decide to continue. They film 
classes with extraordinary teachers and regularly upload new classes. You can choose classes by style, 
teacher, level, duration or specific use. 

Go to http://www.yogaglo.com to check it out. 

BATH SOAKS 

Epsom Salts
Epsom salts are made of the mineral ‘magnesium sulphate’. Both magnesium and sulphate are important 
nutrients for the body, and are easily absorbed through the skin when added to a bath. An Epsom salt 
bath draws toxins out of your skin, reduces any inflammation, soothes sore muscles and helps you relax. 
It’s an easy way to de-stress and get a boost of this much-needed mineral! 

Simply pour 1⁄2 to 1 cup of Epsom salt into your warm bath and let it dissolve. Enjoy a relaxing soak 
in your bath for about 20 minutes. 

Epsom salts can be found at any local drugstore. 
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Apple Cider Vinegar 
Add two cups of apple cider vinegar to warm bath water. This not only detoxifies the body through the 
skin, but it also leaves you feeling silky smooth. The vinegar smell doesn’t stick around long. 

ESSENTIAL OILS 

A comforting bath detoxifies, relaxes muscles, restores the body and pampers the skin as you soak. Add 
in a few drops of the right essential oils and an otherwise average bath becomes a spa treatment tailored 
to the needs of your body and mind. 

After filling your bath, wait a few minutes for the water to reach a warm temperature and sprinkle in a few 
drops of your chosen essential oil (or essential oil blend, since most oils mix well with others). If the water 
is too hot the essential oils directly will evaporate quickly, along with their therapeutic benefits. 

As an antidote to sore muscles, mix a few drops of essential oils into two cups of Epsom salts and dissolve 
into your bath. 

Below is a list of a few common bath time essential oils and their benefits: 

Rose  It’s calming but gently uplifting and it helps with anxiety or nervous tension. Rose oil supports all 
skin types, so even those with dry, sensitive skin will benefit from its restorative effects.

Cedarwood, Sandalwood or Rosewood  Any oils that come from tree bark are incredibly soothing and 
grounding. Many people like to use these individually, rather than blend them together. Sandalwood in 
particular is prized for its fragrance, as well as its calming properties.

Neroli  Neroli is extracted from orange blossom flowers. It calms the mind and uplifts the spirit. Neroli is 
a gentle sedative that encourages sleep and reduces anxiety. Think of this oil as the antidote to a stress-
ful day at the office.

Vetiver  In India, vetiver is called the oil of tranquility. Vetiver, distilled from the roots of the vetiver plant, 
is also a humectant oil that brings moisture to skin dried by cold air and indoor heat.

Lavender  Known as the quintessential oil for calm, lavender is a favorite for nighttime baths and the 
treatment of insomnia. Lavender also supports damaged, stressed or irritated skin.

Roman or German Chamomile  Chamomile is known for its gentle, calming properties, making it an 
excellent essential oil to add to a tension-reducing bath before bed. Add a few drops of chamomile es-
sential oil to a chamomile tea bag and let it soak in your bath for extra benefits.

Ylang Ylang or Jasmine  Not quite ready to hit the hay? Ylang ylang and jasmine essential oils are stimu-
lants and aphrodisiacs that uplift your mood while soothing your body. A bath scented with these exotic 
oils, which blend especially well together, is also beneficial to dry skin.


